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I INTRODUCTION 

Previous studies"2'3 of pressure distributions on conical bodies of 
non-circular cross-section, for the Mach number rangs I.3 < M < 4, have shown 
that while linear theory predicts quite well the pressure distribution on 
bodies with subsonic edges at zero lift, it WBS iIlSd8qUSte fOr p?ediCting the 
pressures on the witiward surfaces of such sha es for all but very small angles 
of incidence. However, it plas noted by Squiro , II in regard to bodies of rhombic 
cross-section at M = 4, that the empirical Newtonian and tangent-cone methods 
gave good predictions of the increase of the mean pressure on the wir&~ard 
surface with increase of incidence, although the agreement with the ootual 
pressure distribution was less good, particulsrl,v near the leading edges. 
Both of these methods are "local" theories, which give the pressure it a point 
on a body surface in terms of the local incidence of the surfaoe at that point 
to the free stream. The Newtonian approximation gives the pressure ooeffioient 
89 c = 2 sin'0, where 8 is the local incidence; in the tangent-cons method, 
the $essure at a point where the local incidence is 8, is assumed to be the 
ssme as that on a circular cone at zero incidence, whose semi-apex angle is 0. 
Both of these methods rely on the assumption that at hypersonic speeds the 
pressure on the windward surfaces of a body is determined prinoipelly by the 
local angle between the surface and the free stream flowb. 

The aim of this paper is therefore to investigate the epplioabili+y of 
the Newtonian and tangent-cone approximations in predicting pressures on the 
windward surfaces of conical lifting bodies, over a range of incidence ani 
Mach number above which linear theory has been found to be inadequate, but 
below the range of Mach number where hypersonic approximations are usually 
expected to be valid. 

2 EEWJTS AND DISCUSSION -.-_I- 

2.1 General 

Many calculations of overall aerodynamic coefficients have been made by 
the Newtonian method (for example Bef,5), the justification for this being the 
agreement of experimental overall force measurements with the vsluas oalculated 
by this method. However, it has been found6 with circular cones, that pressure 
distributionscalculated by the Newtonian method often differ significantly from 
experimental distributions at supersonic and low hypersonic Mach numbers. ThUS 

agreement in overall coefficients can be fortuitous, due to discrepancies 
between experimental and calculated distributions cancelling out during inte- 
gration. For other body shapes, it seems likely that agreement of experimental 
and calculated values of overall forces mi&t also be fortuitous, which leads 
to the conclusion that the only reliable way of checking the various empirioal 
methods is by comparison of predicted and measured pressure distributions. 

The conical body shapes considered in this Note have the fol.lowlng 
cross-section shapcs:- 

l 
i) Elliptic 
ii) Biconvex circular arc 
iii) Circular cone segment 
iv) Rhombic. 
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In the above femily it can be seen that there is a progressive 
deterioration of simplioity of shape in the order in whioh they are listed. 
Although flow patterns have not been studied in detail, there is some evidence 
to show that there is also B decreasing oorrespondenoe between the omss- 
sectional shapes of the bodies ati their enveloping shooks, on going fmm 
shape (i) to shape (iv), which would probably lead to an increasing oompli- 
cation in flow pattern and pressure distribution. It can also be argued that 
the concept of a tnin shook layer, which is en essential and fundamental 
assumption of the Newtonian and tangent-cone approximations is increasingly 
violated in going from shape (i) to shape (iv). 

Details of wings for which pressure distribution results are available 
are given in Table I. The geometrio details given are omss-seotion shape, 
leading-edge angle in omss-section, and aspeot ratio; the aerodynamic pro- 
perties given are Mach number, and slenderness ratio ps/& 

All Faults are plotted in the form of "impact ooeffioients", K, where 
K = Cp/sinX. Expressions for calculating the incidence, 0, for wings 
of bioonvex and rhombi0 cross-section, respeotivaly, are given in Appendioes 1 
and 2. The advantage of plotting results in this form is that the percentage 
difference between calculated end experimentel values is olearly shown for ell 
values of the local incidenoe, rather than differences being obsoured at low 
velues of 0 by the scale used for plotting results, as would be the oase in 8 
conventional plot of Cp vs. 6. 

2.2 Elliptic cones -- 

Results are available for two elliptic cones with ratios a/b of I.39 
and i.70, at Mach numbers of 3.09 and 6.0 7; in this report, the experimental 
pressure coefficients were 00 

9 
ared with values estimated from the Newtonian 

approximation (i.e. Cp = 2 sin 6). From this oompsrison it was possible to 
calculate values of the impact coefficient, K, aM the 10081 incidence, 8, end 
these values are plotted in Figs.3 and 4. 

The experimental results show less scatter, and closer agreement with 
the tangent-oone method, for the higher Mach number (i.e. Fig.&), and for the 
cone with the lower value of a/b (Fig&j&a) and 4.(a)). This is perhaps to be 
expected, as it has been shown elsewhere that an approximately deflned single 
curve of K versus 8 is obtained with results from circular cones at high Mach 
numbers. 

2.3 Cones of bioonvex cross-seat&n 

Results for this body shape are available for the Yeoh number range 
I.3 < M < 4, aspect ratios of 2/j, I end 4/3, snd edge angles of 30, 60 and 
120 degrees1e2. An expression for the l~oal incidence on the surface of such 
shapes is derived in Appendix 1, and plots of impact ooeffioient against local 
incidence are given in Fig.5. 

It is found that pressures on only about the central 6% of the lower 
surface of these bodies (i.e. -0.6 < q < 0*6), are correlated by plotting them 
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against looal incidence. Outboard of this region, the proximity of the 
leading edges and the leeward surfaoe of the body reduces the pressures sub- 
stantially. For the higher angles of incidence, a typical value of impact 
ooefficient in areas close to the leading edges is about half the value of 
K over the central 6U$ of the wing. Clearly, the Newtonian approximation of 
a constant value for K is quite unreslistio in this Case. It abould be noted 
though, that agreement between experimental and tangent-cone values of K 
improves with increase of Mach number (Fig,5(b)), except at very 10~ looal 
angles of incidenoe. 

2.4 Cone segments 

Results are available* for I/E and 
4.3, and are plotted in Rig.6(a) and (b). 

&cone segments at a Mach number of 

For the &cone segment, an approximate1 defined curve of K vs 0 is 
obtained, as was the case with complete cones g . At first sight, a reasonable 
correlation is obtained also with the results for the l/a-cone segment, but 
oloser inspection reveals that distinct Curves of K vs 0 are obtained for 
each vslue of n(= y/s), K decreasing with increase of n in a way similar to 
that found with wings of biconvex cross-section. Thus the remarks made in 
seotion 2.3 regarding the use of the Newtonian and tangent-cone approximations 
to biconvex wings, apply also to cone segments where the edge-angle in cross- 
seotion is less than 90 degrees. 

*.5- I___ Cones of rhombic cross-section 

Results for this body shape are available for the Mach number range 
1.3 < M ( 4, aspect ratios of 2/j, 1 and 4/3, and edge angles of 30 and 60 
degreesir2. An expression for the looal incidence on the surface of such 
shapes is derived in Appendix 2. It should be noted that sinoe the body shape 
is made up of four flat facets, the local incidence is constant over each 
facet. The Newtonian and tangent-cone approximations therefore predict a 
constant pressure over each facet, for a given body attitude. However, experi- 
ments show that this is not so, higher pressures being obtained on the central 
region of the body than rmar the leading edges. The comparison of experimental 
results witii values calculated by the tangent-cone method in Fig.7 is therefore 
restricted to particular spanwise stations, rather than a region of the body 
surface as previously. Even under these restrictions, it is found that a 
reasonable correlation of K vs 6 is only obtained for bodies with nominally 
subsonic leading edges (Fig.7), with poorer agreement with tangent-cone values 
than was obtained in the case of bodies of circular-arc section. 

3 CONCLUSIONS 

Since both the Newtonian and tangent-cone approximations are "local" 
methods, whioh give the pressure at a point on a body in terms of the local 
incidence of the body to the free stream, 8, the most revealing way of oom- 
paring experimentsl and calculated pressure distributions is to reduce 
pressure coefficients to "impact coefficients, K" by dividing them by 
sin20. 
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For all the body shapes considered, it was found that plotting impaot 
ooeffioients against local incidence gave reasonable oorrelations of the 
results, the best correlations being obtained at the higher Mach numbers ad 
local angles of incidence, end for body cross-section shapes near to oiroular. 
However, the correLationa obtained for the various body shapes all differed 
from each other, i.e. no single ourve of h vs 8 could be defined whioh was 
applicable to all the body shapes consklered, at a partioular Mach number. 

It was found that the Newtonian approximation of K = 2 was ody adequate 
for local angles of incidence above about 25 degrees, and then only for the 
higher Mach numbers (M > 4) and for regions of the body where there were no 
rapid changes in surfaoe shape, 

For load angles of incidence less than 25 degrees, the tangent-cone 
method gave better estimates of inpaot coefficient than the Newtonian method, 
but generally failed to preallot aoourately the high values of K obtained at 
small local angles of incidenoe, i.e. for 9 X 10 degrees. This failing might 
not always be of great consequence, sinoe pressures on surfaces where 0 < 10 
degrees would be small, typically Cp < 0.1. 

Clearly then, for the supersonic Maoh number range, ani for most body 
cross-seotion shapes, the irdisoriminate use of these empirical methods is 
unrealistic. Use of the Newtonian method oan only be expeoted ta give pre- 
diotions of reasonable aoouracy when the local inoidenoe is greater than aoout 
25 degrees, and then only in regions where thetie are no rapid ohanges in body 
shape; the tangent-cone method should only be used for bo&y shapes not far 
removed from circular oross-seotion, and then not in regions dose to eharp 
edges. 
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APFZNDIX 1 

DERIVATION OF LOCAL INCIDENCEFOR DELTAWINGB OF 
CIRCULAR-ARC CROSS-SECTION AT COMBINED PITCH AND YAW 

(a) Wing of oiroular-aro seotlon in the Ove ulane 

Diagrams of this type cb wing are given In Flga.l(a) and (b). 

Plane ADCFB is tangential to the wing aurfaoe at the generator DF, and 
lnterseots the Ox,Oy,Oe axes at A, B and C respectively. Let OF be of length 
R and make an angle + with the 08 axis. with a maximum value of @, at the 
wing tip, and let DE be of length r, For a wing of root-ohord o, aemi-apan 8, 
and semi-thickness t, the angles 6 and E are defined by 

It follows that 

e = RfJinc$, = otan6 thus R D 0 tan6 
ain +, 

r = R OOQ $I, 0 tan 6 
=zq- 

(1) 

(21 

Trianglea AED and AOC are similar and thus 

AE %A - ' - m -- DE = 
AU xA =Tz 

r 
R 880 # 

1.0. 

@.I.&!0 

aa 

Thus from (I), (2) end (3) 

0 880 Q 

(3) 

'A = 
OR 8eo 6 

R 880 $J - r 

yB = R ooaeo $I 

5C = R 8eo # 

'B 
0 tan 6 

- 
0 

eln ein #, f# 'C s eln tan 008 6 6, 6 (4) 
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Appendix 1 

From this we obtain the equation of plane ABC in intercept form es 

.L +A+& = I 
"A 'B 'C 

and the direction cosines of a perpendicular to this plane as 

e = ) m = , n = (5) 

For en angle of incidence a, end en angle of yew p, the direction 
cosines of the free stream direction are 

4’ = cos a ml = co9 p n’ = Ij.in’, (6) 

and sin 0 = cos(90° - e) = ee' + mm' + ml' (7) 

where 8 is the local angle of incidence of the generator DF on the wing 
surfaoe. 

Thus from (51, (61 m~ (7) 

(set @J- cos $I,) sin $, sin $ 

sin 8 = set 6 cos a+ tan 6 00s p+ sin+1 coqz 
tan 6 

r----- - 

d 

(se0 q5- 00.3 $,)2 sin2$, 

seo'$ 
+- 

tan*6 

. . . (8) 

which for zero yew, when ml = 0 end nr = sin a reduces to 

(set $2 - cos ~,)cos a sin #, cos $3 sin a 
+ 

sin e = set 6 tan 6 -- 

(se0 $J - co9 $J,)~ sin2+, 

seo2+ 
+- 

tan26 

(9) 
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Appendix I 

For a circular cone, q5, = YO', and equation (9) reduces to 

sine = sin 6 00s a + co9 6 sin a cos 4 (10) 

(b) Cone semnent 

In Fig.l(o), VQP is a segment out from a cone of semi-apex angle E, but 
VPR is the segment whichwe must consider. By doing this we may obtain $, 

measured in the plane containing OPR (see Figs.1 and (0)) and so be able to 
use directly the expressions derived in section of this Appendix. 

cos q O'P 
=fi 

where @J; is measured in the plane containing O'PQ 

cm t+ 
OP OP 

= = = OP+PR 

But 

therefore 

O'P 
w =wcr' 

cos $, = t 
PR 1 + o'p co5 u' 

(11) 

(12) 

(13) 

(14) 

from (12) and (13). 

The measured quantities are #J;, thickness PR and length PV. Thus O'P may be 
calculated from (11) and deduction of u' from PR and W yields, on substitution 
in (14) the value for +,. 

It should be noted that as c + 0, 

PQ + PR + O'Q 

and O'P + 0 

therefore co5 rp, + L co 

i.e. 
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APPENDIX 2 

DERIVATION OF LOCAL INCIDENCE FOR DELTA WINGS OF 
=C CROSS-SECTION AT COMBINED PITCH AND YAW 

A diagram of this type of wing is #ven in Fig.2. The ardysis is 
similar to that in Appendix 1, but is simplified by the looal incidenoe being 
constant over each of the faoets which make up the body shape. 

The equation of plane ARC in intercept form is 

x + y cot 6 + z oot E - 1 = 0 (1) 

and the direction cosines of a perpendicular to this plane are 

"'JY--zix' "=JY-l3kz* "'JT-cskx 

. . . (2) 

As in Appendix 1, the direction cosines of lhe free stream direction are 

4' = 00s a , m' = 009 p , n' = JW (3) 

From (I), (2) and (3) the local incidence, 8, is obtained as 

cc.3 a + cos p r--z----- 
sine = cot 6 + qsin a - CO8 p 

r-- 2cotE 
1 + oct2S + cct2e 

which for zero yaw reduces to 

00s a + sjn a cot E sine = __---.- 

J 
1 + cot26 + cct2c 

(5) 
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TtlBLE 1 -- 

Details of ho&v shapes 
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4 

5 

6 
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0 

9 

IO 

II 

12 

I3 

Reference 

7 

7 

1 

1 

2 

2 

8 

6 

1 

1 

I,2 

I?2 

1 

Section 
shape 

ellipse 

ellipse 

biccnvex 

biccnvex 

biccnvex 

biccnvex 

l/8-cone 

l/Z-cone 

rhcmbio 

rhombic 

rhombi0 

rhombic 

rhombic 

L.E. angle in 
cross-section 

(degrees) 

= 5 1.39 
b 

2. = 1.78 
b 

60 

60 

60 

120 

29 

go 

30 

30 

60 

60 

60 

A.R. 

2/3 

4/3 

I 

I 

1 *IO 

l-07 

2/3 

4/3 

2/3 

1 

4/3 

M 

Z:“oT 
3.09 
6.0 

4.0 

4.0 

l-3 
2-o 
2.8 

l-3 
2-o 
24 

4-3 

4.3 

4-O 

4-O 

::; 
2-l 
2.8 
4-O 

j-3 
2-o 
2.8 
4-O 

4'0 

0.65 

l-28 

0.21 

O-33 
0.65 

0.21 
O-33 
0.65 

1.15 

l-12 

0.65 

I -28 

o-14 
0.21 
0.31 
0.43 
0.65 

. 
:.; 
0.65 
0.96 

I.28 
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